Script 1: Replacing a color range with a "plain" color

on mouseUp
  global tmcolor  # from the script in img "x": put the mousecolor into tmcolor
   put the backcolor of fld "RGB-colors" into treplacecolor

  if tmcolor is empty then
    answer "You must first choose a color from the image to be replaced."
  end if
  ask "Choose color range for replacement" with "50"
  put it into trange
  put trunc(trange/2) into trange2
  wait 3 milliseconds
  
  set the cursor to watch
  lock screen
  put item 1 of tmcolor into R1
  put item 2 of tmcolor into G1
  put item 3 of tmcolor into B1
  put item 1 of treplacecolor into Rv
  put item 2 of treplacecolor into Gv
  put item 3 of treplacecolor into Bv
  
  put the imageData of image "x" into iData
  put the height of img "x" into theight
  put the width of img "x" into twidth
  put 4* twidth into re
  repeat with i = 0 to theight - 1
    put i*re into ti
    repeat with j = 0 to twidth -1
      put ti + j*4 into tij
      put chartonum (char(tij+2) of idata) into R
      put chartonum (char(tij+3) of idata) into G
      put chartonum (char(tij+4) of idata) into B
     if R > (R1 - trange2) and R < (R1 + trange2) then
        if G > (G1 - trange2) and G < (g1 + trange2)  then
          if B > (B1 - trange2) and b < (B1 + trange2) then
            put numtochar(Rv) into char (tij+2) of idata
            put numtochar(Gv) into char (tij+3) of idata
            put numtochar(Bv) into char (tij+4) of idata
           end if
        end if
      end if
      
    end repeat
  end repeat
  set the imageData of image "x" to iData
   
end mouseUp
=======================================
Script 2: Replacing  a color range while preserving the structures in the background, e.g. clouds on a blue sky

on mouseUp
  global tmcolor  # from the script in img "x": put the mousecolor into tmcolor
   put the backcolor of fld "RGB-colors" into treplacecolor
  if tmcolor is empty then
    answer "You must first choose a color from the image to be replaced."
  end if
  ask "Choose color range for replacement" with "50"
  put it into trange
  put trunc(trange/2) into trange2
  
  set the cursor to watch
  lock screen
  put item 1 of tmcolor into R1
  put item 2 of tmcolor into G1
  put item 3 of tmcolor into B1
  put item 1 of treplacecolor into Rv
  put item 2 of treplacecolor into Gv
  put item 3 of treplacecolor into Bv
   put Rv /180 into Rv
  put Gv / 180 into Gv
  put Bv / 180 into Bv 
  
   put the imageData of image "x" into iData
  put the height of img "x" into theight
  put the width of img "x" into twidth
  put 4* twidth into re
  repeat with i = 0 to theight - 1
    put i*re into ti
    repeat with j = 0 to twidth -1
      put ti + j*4 into tij
      put chartonum (char(tij+2) of idata) into R
      put chartonum (char(tij+3) of idata) into G
      put chartonum (char(tij+4) of idata) into B
      put average(R,G,B) into tvalue
       if R > (R1 - trange2) and R < (R1 + trange2) then
        if G > (G1 - trange2) and G < (g1 + trange2)  then
          if B > (B1 - trange2) and b < (B1 + trange2) then
            put numtochar(min(max((Rv*tvalue),0),255)) into char (tij+2) of idata
            put numtochar(min(max((Gv*tvalue),0),255)) into char (tij+3) of idata
            put numtochar(min(max((Bv*tvalue),0),255)) into char (tij+4) of idata
          end if
        end if
      end if
      
    end repeat
  end repeat
  set the imageData of image "x" to iData
    
end mouseUp

